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Udorn air base thailand map

The purpose of this WebPage document is to provide a generalized and brief historical overview of the Royal Thai Air Force Base in Uddoorne as it emerged around 1966 -1968-1969, incorporating some pop-up notation regulations that are activated when mouse arrows cross their positions. Here is an image of Udorn
RTAFB's 3D flight simulator overlooking at an altitude of about 10,000 feet, as meticulously assembled by George Knowles, whose images are available, of which I applied my identification box to pop up when the mouse pointer crossed with what had been completed so far. Uddoorn RTAFB was busy with construction
during the war, and 'things changed'. So if you were between late 1966 and early 1969 and you can't see what you want, delete the notes along with photos, maps, directions, information, and more. Also, not all buildings are visible, so if you can't find a specific location, you may have obtained or simply didn't include the
data available to prepare this map. So let me know. Enjoy! Visit the Uddoorn RTAFB Interactive North Lamp - airship. Visit the Uddoorn RTAFB Interactive South Lamp - Flight Line. Back to Ervin Davis's Udorn RTAFB home page - here at the Library of Congress during years of this writer's service, veterans and their
families sent questions on a map showing the location of U.S. troops in Thailand during the Vietnam War. Agent Orange is a weed used to remove thick jungles in Vietnam and Southeast Asia. The intended result was to expose the enemy, who relied on trees to cover them. In Thailand, Agent Orange was used to clear
the jungle around the base as a means of enhancing security. However, there were dire consequences: exposure to agent oranges resulted in cancer, birth defects and other major diseases. A public outcry and an official investigation followed. In response to veterans and their families suffering from the effects of Agent
Orange, the U.S. government make estimates of exposure for those serving on land in Vietnam for the purpose of filing claims with the Veterans Administration. However, for veterans who have served only in Thailand, veterans must be shown based on the fact that they were exposed to the weeds during service, as
indicated by evidence of day-to-day work, performance assessment reports, or other reliable evidence, in order to benefit from diseases associated with exposure to the presenting agent. This writer has policies that argue, anger, and For some U.S. military veterans and their families. It also mentions that the Veterans
Administration describes other situations in which veterans may have been exposed to Agent Orange on their website. Considering the amount of inquiries on this issue, finding an official map that provides a very detailed depiction of where Americans are based in Thailand has proved difficult that was made during the
Vietnam War, even in the Library of Congress. While trying to find these materials, the author found an interesting map in 1969 in the title collection in the Geography and Maps division showing the location of U.S. troops and civilians in Thailand. It contains, on the contrary, a map of U.S. installations within the Thai
capital of Bangkok. The department also has a second half of the 1972 map that is not displayed on this blog. The two editions of the map do not seem to be widely distributed in the library. While this map does not provide enough detail to clearly describe the boundaries of a particular base, it will show how large the
U.S. presence is in Thailand and help inform the scale of the related problems of Agent Orange exposure. Another relevant source is Thailand 1:50,000, a set of maps created by the Army Guidance Service entitled Series L708, Edition-1. The set is conducted by the Geography and Maps department but does not appear
in the library's online catalog - a not-so-rare reality given the department's range of about 5.5 million items. It has a currency number of G8025 s50. U5. However, the set was printed in 1960 before most U.S. troops arrived in Thailand. Although the location of Thai military installations can be seen, the absence is
installation and perimeter defense that may have been added later by the U.S. military. Unlike the 1969 map mentioned above, this set is fairly distributed and is listed in 21 Worldcat.org. Information on the sheets is available in English and Thai. Before the 1969 map and the example of the AMS 1:50,000 set, the U.S.
government needed to explain that it considered Thailand a logical preparation area for U.S. forces because it was close to South Vietnam. Thailand was also buffered in conflict zones by Laos and Cambodia, making it safer for U.S. personnel. With these factors in mind, the two governments reached a so-called shrine
agreement that allowed U.S. forces to use Thai bases. A military map created in Southeast Asia in 1961 can be seen below. 1969 map mentioned in blog opening U.S. facilities and facilities in Thailand. The 652nd Battalion of Terrain Engineers described the extensive range of U.S. forces in Thailand as seen below. This
second edition was published by USARPAC (U.S. Army Pacific) on November 1, 1969. It expands to 1:1,562,500 and provides coverage throughout Thailand. Mapped data about the U.S. military is broken down into colors: The red symbol represents 45 U.S. Army installations and facilities. 18 blue U.S. Navy and Coast
Guard installations; 28 green U.S. Air Force installations; And 11 brown joints and other positions. The later group consisted of U.S. government civilians, including ambassador employees, intelligence analysts, and contractors. Of all the various service points, the USAF was the most active in combat operations. At the
bottom of the map is a list of U.S. installations and facilities broken down by service branch. The list also includes the UTM coordinates of the installation. Vice versa, there is a map titled U.S. Installations and Facilities, Bangkok, Thailand, November 1, 1969. It shows that U.S. military and civilian personnel were mainly
located southwest of thailand's royal palace. The information is displayed in a similar way to the first page. Thailand 652 terrain engineers, U.S. facilities and facilities in 1969. At the Library of Congress, geography and guidance division title collection, Thailand – Military (Subj.). From 1961 to 1975, the U.S. Air Force
deployed aircraft throughout Thailand, which was responsible for most of the USAF airstrikes against North Vietnam. The first base for U.S. military campaigns was Takali Royal Thai Air Base, located about 144 miles northwest of Bangkok. USAF fighter bombers first arrived in late 1961. The base, based on the arrival of
U.S. forces, is depicted in the following amplifiers, sheet 5060 I, and AMS series L708. The base is located in the upper-left corner of the map. Facilities such as control towers, headquarters, living rooms, etc. are displayed, but the official boundaries of the base are not clearly under clear. Other major bases of USAF
operations include Korat, Ubon, Utapao, Don Muang and Udoorn. Agent Orange was hired around many of these airfields and other U.S. installations in Thailand. Army Guidance Service, Thailand 1:50,000 Series L708, Amphoe Ta Kli, Seat 5061 I, 1960. Library of Congress, Geography and Maps division set map
collection. G8025 s50 U5. The artist hopes these maps will help shine more light on this lacking aspect of the Vietnam War. It also, less importantly, raises awareness about exposed U.S. soldiers Orange while in Thailand. Some stories about agent Orange's impact can be heard directly through the Library of
Congressional Veterans History Project, which includes interviews with Vietnam War veterans. More information on this topic can be found in a series of books called Veterans and Agents Orange. For private use of this facility after January 1976, please visit Udon Thani International Airport. Udoorn Royal Thai Air Force
Base Part Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF) Coordinates17° 23′11N 102° 47′18E / 17.38639° N 102.78833°E / 17.38833° E / 17.38639; 102.78833 (Udoorn RTAFB)TypeAir Power Base Site InformationSource:Control by Royal Thai Air Force Operator Royal Thai Air ForceRoyal Thai Air ForceRoyal Thai Base Site History
Used in 1955 - Current Combat/ War Vietnam War Airfield InformationIATA: noneICAO: NoneYodo Altitude AMSL57 9 feet / 136 m coordinates17° 23′11N 102°47′18E / 17.38639°N 102.78833°E / 17.38633° E / 17.38639; 102.78833 Coordinates: 17°23′11N 102°47′18E / 17.38639°N 102.78833°E / 17.38639;
102.78833MapVTUD Location Udorne Royal Thai Air Base Direction length ft m 12/30 10,048 Asphalt Udorn Royal Thai Air Base (Udorn RTAFB) is a Thai air base home to the 23st Wing Air Command. [1] It is located in the city of Udon Thani in northeastern Thailand and is now the main airport serving the city and
province. The RTAF 231 Squadron Hunter is deployed in follies equipped with the Dassault's/Donyer Alpha Jet-A. The historical establishment Uddoorn RTAFB was founded in the 1950s. Fearing that it would spread to Thailand during the Lao Civil War, the Thai government has been able to secretly use five Thai bases
for Thai air defense since 1961 and conduct reconnaissance flights over Laos. Uddoorn was one of those bases. Under the U.S.-Thailand shrine agreement, the RTAF base used by the U.S. Air Force (USAF) was considered an RTAF base and was commanded by Thai officers. Thai Air Force police, along with USAF
security police, controlled access to the base, who used sentry dogs, lookouts and machine gun deployments to help with basic defenses. USAF troops in Uddoorn were under the command of the U.S. Pacific Air Force (PACAF) 13th Air Force. Udoorn was the site of TACAN station channel 31, referenced by its identifier
in voice communication during the attack, and Udoorn's APO was APO San Francisco 96237. Air America Air America headquarters in Udoorn, c. 1967 Udoorne RTAFB was the Asian headquarters for Air America (17° 23′11N 102 ° 47′17E / 17.3863 ° N 102.788 ° E / 17.3863° E / 17.3863; 102.788), A U.S. passenger
and cargo airline secretly owned and operated by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), which provides essential resources for war in Laos and elsewhere. Its Civil Air Transport (CAT) began operations in Uddoorn on September 11, 1955, with the emergency of three C-46s providing food and first aid to Indochaina. By
the end of September, CAT had conducted more than 200 missions, flying to 25 reception areas to provide 1,000 tons of emergency food. This smooth and efficient air-to-air relief operation was the beginning of CAT and later air America's support for the U.S. assistance program in Laos. Air America's role in supporting
covert situations involving hostilities in Southeast Asia and around the world has provided buffers and solutions to the challenges the United States faces in various regions. The operation focused on Laos as part of a secret war the U.S. conducted against Pateraos forces operating in the country. Uddoorn RTAFB also
during its time in Laos as the site of headquarters 333, a Thai organization responsible for the military. Air America continued to fly from Uddoorn to Laos until June 3, 1974. During the 1961 Laos crisis, 16 Marine Corps bases of 300 people were deployed to Uddoorn to maintain helicopters supporting the Royal Lao Army
Corps in Laos. [2] After the royal Lao army was defeated at the Battle of Luang Namta by the Vietnamese People's Army and Pate Lao army in early May 1962, communist aggression in northern Thailand appeared imminent, and on May 15 the Kennedy administration ordered U.S. combat troops to Thailand to thwart the
attack. On May 18, the VMA-332 was equipped with 20 A-4 skyhawks deployed in Udorne from The Philippine Naval Air Base Kuby Point and an HMM-261 helicopter flew to the base. On May 19, one and four sea air bases and 12 sea air bases also flew to the base. [2] On May 19, 89-90, the command team of the 3rd
Marine Expeditionary Force and 3rd Battalion Landing Team flew north from Bangkok to the village of NongKai. [2]90 Marines conducted field drills with the Thai royal army, conducted thai civilian and civic actions, and 10 naval mobile construction battalions who arrived at the end of May established base camps and
repaired public buildings. [2]:92-3 At the end of June, the HMM-162 replaced the HMM-261. [2]:93 On June 29, 1962, as laos stabilized and international negotiations were underway, the Kennedy administration ordered all U.S. military warfare units to be able to leave Thailand. On July 1, the VMA-322 departed clueless
at Kuby Point, and the HMM-162 flew to Bangkok, where a transport plane flew three-quarters of the Marines. By July 6, fewer than 1,000 Marines remained in Udoorne. The International Agreement on Neutrality in Laos was signed on July 23, 1962, and the remaining Marines began withdrawing by July 31, along with
all combat troops who had withdrawn from Uddoorn. [2]:93-4 Usaf use during vietnam war The war base was the front-line facility of the USAF from 1964 to 1976. USAF Advisory Use (1964-1966) the first USAF unit assigned to Udoorn was a communications detachment from the First Mobile Communications Group
based at Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines in the summer of 1964. The first permanent USAF unit assigned to the Udoorn RTAFB was the 333d Air Force Base Squadron in October 1964. Before the squadron was formed, temporary duty personnel from the 35th Tactical Group at Dongmuang Royal Thai Air Base
supported support personnel. The 333d ABS came under the command of the 13th Air Force. On July 18, 1965, the 333st Air Force Base Squadron was re-served as the 6232th Air Force Support Unit (CSG). The unit was also under the command of the 13th Air Force and the 6234th Tactical Fighter Wing, the temporary
wing of the Royal Thai Air Base in Corat. In July 1965, the 6234th TFW was the only tactical wing in Thailand. The formation of 6232d in Udoorn was caused by usaf program expansion, an increase in allocated manpower, and an increase in basic support requirements. The majority of Udoorns were temporary duty
allocations (TDY) before the group was founded. Shortly before the group was activated, a gradual input of the permanent party workforce was made to replace TDY's staff. On November 15, 1965, the 6232th CSG was responsible for reporting directly to the 13th Air Force Commander, not directly to the Commander of
the 13th Air Force. On April 8, 1966, the 6232nd CSG was re-positioned as the 630th Battle Support Group, with reported responsibilities to the Deputy Commander of the 7th Air Force/13th Air Force (7/13AF) headquartered in Udoorne. The squadron known to have been deployed to Uddoorn was the 45th Exhibition
Reconnaissance Squadron. The 39th Air Force Division (November 1, 1965-August 15, 1966) based in Naha AB, Okinawa, is equipped with rf-101 docks and a squadron of 555 fighter jets. Naha AB (February 25, 1966 to July 25, 1966) was equipped with the F-4C single PHtom II. [3] [4] Front Door, Udoorn RTAFB, 432
Tactical Reconnaissance Wing RF-4C, 14th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron McDonnell F-4D-28-MC Phantom 65-0683 555 Tactical Fighter Squadron, On January 20, 1966, the 432nd Electro-Reconnaissance Wing (TRW) was activated, and the 630CSG was placed under a new wing to re-position the 432nd CSG.
[5] In October 1967, it provided combat air patrols and cover for unarmed reconnaissance aircraft using fighter jets, but later conducted combat tactical reconnaissance and added tactical fighter operations to fly strike missions. Wing fighter units destroyed many enemy aircraft: 36 confirmed an aerial victory between
December 17, 1967 and January 8, 1973. It also uses ac-47D spooky warships to provide friendly Lao air defense. June 1969 to June 1970. In January, fighting ceased in Vietnam, Laos in February and Cambodia in August 1973. The wing was renamed the Reconnaissance to Fighter in November 1974 and remained in
Southeast Asia to conduct reconnaissance and routine exercises to maintain combat capabilities. The wing withdrew U.S. troops from Phnom Penh, Cambodia, on April 12, 1975, and supported frequent wind operations to evacuate U.S. and South Vietnamese personnel from Saigon on April 29, 1975. From May 13-15,
1975, the wing played an important role in military operations involving the recovery of U.S. merchant ships and crew in SS Mayagez and Cambodia. The wing eased all operational commitments on November 30 and was deactivated at Uddoorne RTAFB on December 23, 1975. [5]:226 432TRW was the most diverse unit
of the USAF. 432TRW Squadron:[5]:225 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron 20 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron (September 18, 1966 - November 1, 1967) (RF-101C)[6] Replaced by: 14 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron (28)... 14 Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron (28). October 1967 - June 30, 1975 (RF-4C)[7]
11th Exhibition Reconnaissance Squadron (October 25, 1966 to November 10, 1970) (RF-4C)[8] These three squadrons accounted for more than 80% of all reconnaissance activities in North Vietnam. In addition to reconnaissance, the Tactical Fighter Squadron 432d had tactical fighter squadron 435 Tactical Fighter
Squadron (June 5 - July 23, 1966) (F-104C)[9] and 13th Tactical Fighter Squadron (21). October 1967 - June 30, 1975 (F-4C/D)[10] 555 Tactical Fighter Squadron (May 28, 1968 - July 5, 1974) (F-4D)[5]:225[11] Special Operations June 7, 1970 7th Air Command and Control Squadron (19) October 31, 68 - April 30,
1972) (C)-130)[12] 4th Special Operations Squadron (October 29, 1972 - December 23, 1975): This date does not match the deactivation listed in the Udoorn Draw section on December 29, 1970 (3 AC-47D, 4 C-47, 1 AC-119G)[13] Until or before 1967, USAF weather modification flights departed from the Special
Operations Group in Udoorne. No more than four C-130s were assigned to only two restricted sections of the base. Their mission was to create rainfall in North, Laos and South Vietnam to disrupt enemy logistics and tactical initiatives. [14] Since late 1970, Udoorn has been painted as part of the entire U.S. withdrawal
from the Vietnam War: On November 5, 1970, the 11th TRS was deployed to Shaw AFB, South Carolina, and completed a service tour with the 432nd TRW. On December 29, 1970, the 4th Special Warfare Flight Was Deactivated and the aircraft was transferred to Vietnam Airlines. On April 15, 1972 the 7th Airborne
Command Control Squadron with the C-130 was transferred to the Korat RTAFB. In 1972, augmented tactical fighter jets deployed continental U.S.-based squadrons of Tactical Air Command in response to the North Vietnamese Easter attack, increasing tactical fighter strength in Udoorne. From May to October 1972,
the 432nd TRW had seven F-4 squadrons deployed or attached, making it the largest wing in the USAF. Units deployed in follies are:[5]:225 523d Tactical Fighter Squadron (9 April 1972 – 25 October 1972) (F-4D)[4D] 15] 58 Tactical Fighter Squadron (May 9, 1972 - October 14, 1972) (F-4E)[][][5]:225 523d Tactical
Fighter Squadron 16] 308 Tactical Fighter Squadron (May 9, 1972 to July 29, 1972) (F-4E)[1] Replaced with: 307 Tactical Fighter Squadron (July 29, 1972 - October 28, 1972) (F-4E)[18] Det 1 , 414th Fighter Squadron (June 1972 to late 1972) (F-4D)[19] 421 Tactical Fighter Squadron (October 31, 1972 - December 23,
1975) (F-4E)] 20] (Thailand Ta Previously at RTAFB 366TFW)[5]:225 With the signing of the Paris Peace Agreement on January 27, 1973, the Paris Peace Agreement was signed on January 27, 1972, and most of the F-4 squadrons involved in the 1972 campaign returned to their home countries, reducing the number of
USAF personnel and aircraft in Udoorn. The 421st TFS was deported on December 23, 1975, to 388TFW of Hill AFB, Utah. [5]:209 The 555th Fighter Squadron was relocated from Luke AFB, Arizona, to the 55th TFW in July 1974. In 1975, relations between Washington and Bangkok deteriorated. The Thai royal
government wanted the USAF in Thailand by the end of the year. Palace Lightning planned for the USAF to withdraw aircraft and personnel from Thailand. In June 1975, the 13th Fighter Squadron was deactivated. In June 1975, the 14th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron was deactivated. The 423d TRW was
deactivated on December 23, 1975, and the last USAF employee left Uddoorn in January 1976. [5] Uddoorn RTAFB was handed over to Thai authorities. It is currently operated by the Thai Air Force as an aircraft based in the 2 air force. July 26, 1968 Attack: A team of at least 25 erstwhile driving forces equipped with
automatic weapons attacked the Uddoorn RTAFB, killing seven guerrillas and killing one. One Thai security guard was killed. [22] The location of the CIA black site known to insiders as detention site Green, used to interrogate Abu Zubaydah, a 31-year-old Saudi-born Palestinian believed to be one of Osama bin Laden's
top lieutenants, the Black Site BBC reported. [23] In December 2014, the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee (SSCI) released a summary of a secret 6,000-page secret report on CIA technology. At least eight senior Thai officials, report says Site. The site closed in December 2002. [24] Thailand denied the existence of
the site while the U.S. government did not confirm or deny its existence. Earlier reports claimed that the Voice of America relay station in bandung district of Udon Thani province was a CIA black site. [25] [26] Another report pointed to Lamatun Station as a possible black place. [27] At 14:00 on April 10, 1970, a USAF
RF-4C returning from a reconnaissance mission over Laos crashed into the base, destroying nine officers' zone buildings, one officer's zone trailer and radio building, and killed nine employees on the ground. [28] See also the U.S. Pacific Air Force 7th Air Force 13th Air Force Black Site in Thailand See this article
incorporating public domain materials the Air Force Historical Research Agency website. ^ ^ b c d e f Whitlow, Robert (1977). U.S. Marines in Vietnam: Advisory and Combat Support Era, 1954-1964. History Museum Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps. p. 88. ISBN 1494285290. ^ Reconnaissance Squadron 45
(ACC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. May 6, 2013. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 555 Fighter Squadron (USAFE). Air Force Historical Research Institute. May 15, 2017. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ b c c d e f g h Ravenstein, Charles A. (1984). Air Force Combat Wings, Pedigree and Honor History 1947-
1977. Air Force History Office. Pp. 225-6. ISBN 0912799129. ^ 20 Information Squadron. Air Force Historical Research Institute. August 3, 2017. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ Fighter Squadron (PACAF)14 Fighter Squadron. Air Force Historical Research Institute. October 11, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 11
Attack Squadron (ACC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. October 18, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 435 Fighter Training Squadron (AETC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. May 10, 2010. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ Fighter Squadron 13 (PACAF). Air Force Historical Research Institute. October
11, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 555 Fighter Squadron (USAFE). Air Force Historical Research Institute. May 15, 2017. It was found on July 26, 2018. ^ 7 Expeditionary Airborne Command Control Squadron (ACC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. March 1, 2017. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ Special
Operations Squadron 4 (AFSOC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. March 20, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ Hershey, Seymour M (July 3, 1972). Obesity is used by the United States as a weapon. The New York Times. It was found on October 23, 2016. ^ 523 Fighter Squadron (ACC). Air Force Historical
Research Institute. January 29, 2008. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ Fighter Squadron (AETC)58. Air Force Historical Research Institute. October 13, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 308 Fighter Squadron (AETC). Air force Research institutes. July 8, 2016. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 307 Fighter Squadron



(AFRC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. October 28, 2011. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 414 Combat Training Squadron (ACC). Air Force Historical Research Institute. June 30, 2009. It was found on July 25, 2018. ^ 421 Fighter Squadron. Air Force Historical Research Institute. March 19, 2008. It was found
on July 25, 2018. ^ Vic, Allen (1995). A history of ground attacks on snake air bases on eagle's nests (PDF). Rand Corporation. Pp. 81-82. ISBN 9780833016294. ^ Guerrilla Attack Reported from U.S. Military Base in Thailand, 24 Hours 2d. New York Times. October 4, 1972. ^ Kabi (May 15, 2018). Black sites in
Thailand: Who is responsible? (Opinion). Bangkok Post. Searched for May 15, 2018. ^ CIA Director Gina Haspel's Tortured Relations with Thailand. BBC News. May 4, 2018. It was found on May 15, 2018. ^ Crispin, Sean W (January 25, 2008). U.S. and Thailand: Allies on torture. Asia Times. It was found on November
10, 2014. ^ Allegations about Thai 'Black Ops' site. Sydney Morning Herald. November 5, 2005. It was found on April 27, 2018. ^ Nanuam, Wasana (August 27, 2018). Former US base 'secret prison'. Bangkok Post. August 27, 2018. ^ Headquarters MACV Monthly Summary April 1970 (PDF). U.S. Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam Headquarters. August 17, 1970. p. 34. It was found on March 15, 2020. This article incorporates text from this source in the public domain. As of October 1, 1995, Judy G. (1999) Active Air Force Wing; As of October 1, 1995, the USAF is actively flying, space and missile squadrons. Maxwell AFB,
Alabama: Air Force History Office. Cdrom. Glamour, by Jeffrey D. (1998). Secret Vietnam War: U.S. Air Force in Thailand, 1961-1975. McFarland &amp; Company. ISBN 0-7864-0084-6. Martin, Patrick (1994). Tail Code: The entire history of USAF tactical aircraft tail code markings. Schiffer military aviation history. ISBN
0-88740-513-4. U.S.-USAAC-USAAF-USAF Aircraft Serial Number -1908 Royal Thai Air Force (English page) to present Royal Thai Air Force - Overview Clueless Royal Thai Air Force Base searches at
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